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Apple unveiled the new iPhone 11 lineup recently and revealed how the ... some people who have a certain irrational fear of
holes won't -- reportedly ... “The new iPhone is creeping me … out with the 3 little cameras,” one .... Apple's new iPhone 11 is
'triggering' people with trypophobia: 'They look like ... It creeps me out,” the 23-year-old scientist told fellow contestant ....
People with a fear of small holes have claimed the design of Apple's iPhone 11 Pro is triggering their phobia. At its unveiling on
Tuesday, many .... Try three. And Apple aficionados say it's creeping them out. “(It's when you have a fear of small holes) Yeah
I feel that .... Clustering the cameras in the corner, the new iPhones have been giving people a serious case of the willies. Be
warned, if you're creeped out by .... People with the phobia are not a fan of the iPhone's new camera design. ... "The new iPhone
is creeping me TF out with the three little cameras .... The iPhone 11 Pro is triggering people who have trypophobia, or the fear
of seeing clusters of ... The new iPhone is creeping me TF out with the 3 little cameras.. Here's the Washington Post: “Does the
New iPhone Creep You Out?” What do you think about the new iPhone is said to be creeping people out? You would never
guess ... Trypophobia, T-r-y-p-o-p-h-o-b-i-a, a fear of clusters of small holes. Have you ever ... If I could buy the iPhone 11, I
would. So I'm not —.. The new iPhone 11 Pro's design isn't sitting well with people who suffer from trypophobia—a fear of
clusters of small holes. ... As Gizmodo points out, the new iPhone has a design feature that's turning off trypophobes..
Trypophobia Trigger of the Week: Apple's New iPhones ... crowded on the back of the phones is creeping them out, setting off
reactions that ... tweets about the new iPhone 11 and how it's messing with peoples #trypophobia, .... People with a fear of small
holes are complaining that the new iPhone ... On Twitter, some users reported being creeped out by the new design.. While for
some people the fear of small holes is something that's as impossible as it is funny, trypophobia has been around since at least
2005, .... People with trypophobia (a fear of small holes) are getting triggered by ... people with trypophobia, our worst
nightmare has started#iPhone11 pic.twitter.com/gX6wKlLZYm ... Where there's always one more reason to freak out.. The
iPhone camera system is triggering people with trypophobia - a fear of ... The new iPhone is creeping me TF out with the 3 little
cameras.. Does the new iPhone creep you out? Scientists grapple with why tiny holes scare some people. Apple CEO Tim Cook
unveils the iPhone 11 .... Apple Didn't See This Coming: iPhone 11 Creeping Out People Afraid of Holes. 12/09/2019. Oh boy,
Apple certainly didn't see this coming. It looks like the .... Those three cameras are really taking a toll on some people. "The new
iPhone is creeping me TF out with the 3 little cameras. #Trypophobia .... The launch of the iPhone 11 Pro, with its three back
cameras, has a lot of people complaining that it's triggering their trypophobia. After the .... The new iPhone is creeping me TF
out with the 3 little cameras. ... women images that can freak out people with trypophobia (like lotus heads) .... 'The iPhone 11
leak triggers my trypophobia.' ... triple-camera design of some models could trigger people with trypophobia, the fear of closely
spaced holes. ... The new iPhone is creeping me TF out with the 3 little cameras. 87ec45a87b 
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